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BACKGROUND:
In August of 2012 an informal water infiltration investigation was conducted at the
Church of the Holy Trinity’s (CHT) CLERGY HOUSE. The CHT Clergy House is a
building designed in 1897 by Barney & Chapman Architects. It contains approximately
3,888 square feet of habitable living space on three floors.
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This report is not intended to be a comprehensive and detailed analysis of the water
issues at the CHT Clergy House – but rather to be an initial survey of possible areas of
water infiltration. Going forward in addressing these water problems, it is hoped that in
using this report, the CHT will be better informed as it proceeds to the eventual
resolution of the water problems.
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EXISTING CONDITION:
The investigation occurred over a two-week period in August of 2012. The weather
varied with both wet/stormy and dry/sunny conditions. There were conditions of
certain walls where slight physical manipulation of damaged areas resulted in removal
of wallpaper, paint chips, plaster chunks or plaster flakes. The basement level
originally contained the servant’s kitchen but this is currently the office space for
MERCY FOR ANIMALS and was not included in this report
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Erlinda Brant – Administrative Manager CHT
Franny Eberhart – Warden CHT
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In addition to the physical, visual survey of the building fabric, interviews with key CHT
members were conducted to gain an historic view of the prior repair work to the Clergy
House. At the publishing of this report the following people were interviewed
(additional interviews should be conducted and this report updated accordingly):
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The following report is the result of this 2012 investigation. Its purpose is to document
the existing conditions of the CHT Clergy House and any water infiltration damage that
exists. Non-dimensioned floor plans were produced as a means of assisting in the
documentation of this report. These floor plans are for locational purposes only and
are not to any architectural scale.
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The Church of the Holy Trinity

CLERGY HOUSE
water infiltration survey

PART ONE
floor -by -floor assessment
with floor plans & photographic documentation
PART TWO
Investigation Results
with building section & priorities list
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NOTES

Room 103, E wall.
Signs of water damage at the top
of the wall and plaster cornice
(above the built in bookcases).

108

Vestibule

Room 103, SW wall & ceiling.
Water damage to the West wall,
Ceiling, and plaster cornice.
Affected areas show signs of
plaster bubbling, paint flaking and
brown water stains indicative of
water infiltration into the wall
cavity. (PICTURE 1,2).

105

Room 108, W wall.
Signs of water damage (mostly
to exterior West wall of the
closet and ceiling). (PICTURE 3).
Room 107 NE wall and ceiling.
Area of significant water damage
to the ceiling and walls showing
signs of plaster bubbling, paint
flaking and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration into
the wall cavity. (PICTURE 4,5).

Room 106, ceiling.
Signs of water damage to the
ceiling that has been repaired and
painted over. with some paint
flakes. (PICTURE 6).
Room 105, NW wall and ceiling.
Area of significant water damage
to the ceiling, plaster and walls.
Sub-standard repairs to the wall
surface, wood cornice, trim, and
baseboard. make analysis
difficult. The floor shows slight
signs of dropping. (PICTURES 7,
8, 9)
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Room 105, S wall.
Signs of water damage that has
been repaired and painted over.
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Room 304 dormer N wall.
Water damage to the interior
plaster finish. (PICTURE 1)

Bedroom
304

Room 303 & 302 W wall.
Significant water damage.
plaster bubbling, paint flaking
and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration
into the wall cavity. (PICTURES
2,3,4).

Room 305 NE wall and ceiling.
Area of significant water damage.

Room 203 SW wall.
Area of water damage to the
walls . Visible signs of plaster
bubbling, paint flaking (PICTURE
1).

Room 203, SE wall and ceiling.
Area of significant water damage.
Ceiling, plaster and walls show
signs of plaster bubbling, paint
flaking and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration into
the wall cavity. (PICTURES 2,3).
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Room 202 NE wall and ceiling and
firebox.
Area of significant water damage.
Ceiling, plaster cornice and walls
show signs of plaster bubbling,
p a i n t fl a k i n g a n d b r o w n w a t e r
stains indicative of water
infiltration into the wall cavity.
Firebox shows signs of masonry
distress. (PICTURES 4,5).
Room 205 NE wall.
Area of significant water damage
to the ceiling and walls showing
signs of plaster bubbling, paint
flaking and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration
into the wall cavity. (PICTURE
6,7).
Room 206 E wall.
Plumbing repair work with
exposed pipes showing through a
hole in the wall. (PICTURE 8)
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Room 207 S window wood trim.
significant water damage to the
wood wainscot under the window
AC unit. The wood is soft to the
touch. (PICTURE 9)
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Exterior brickwork shows signs
of efflorescence and is missing
pointing around the chimney and
decorative brick eave above the
balcony (PICTURES 1,2).

Room 304 dormer N wall.
Water damage to the interior
plaster finish. (PICTURE 1)
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Room 303 & 302 W wall.
Significant water damage.
plaster bubbling, paint flaking
and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration
into the wall cavity. (PICTURES
2,3,4).

Bedroom
304

3

Room 305 NE wall and ceiling.
Area of significant water damage.
Ceiling, plaster , and walls show
signs of plaster bubbling, paint
flaking and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration
into the wall cavity. (PICTURES
5,6).
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Room 306 E dormer wall.
A r e a o f s i g n i fi c a n t w a t e r
damage. The exterior East wall
s u r f a c e o f t h e 2 n d fl o o r
bathroom is wet, pasty and has
resulted in mold. Ceiling, walls,
and wood trim show extensive
effects of water damage. Wet
plaster bubbling, paint flaking
and brown water stains
indicative of water infiltration
into the wall cavity. (PICTURE
7,8).S
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Room 310 S dormer wall.
Water damage to the interior
plaster finish. (PICTURE 9)
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Room 311 S dormer wall.
Water damage to the interior
plaster finish.
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Water infiltration suspected
surrounding the chimney stack
and South dormers (PICTURE 1,2)

Water infiltration suspected
originating from the 2nd floor
South-West window air
conditioning unit. (PICTURE 3,)

Evidence of possible water
infiltration suspected from the
downspout system. Standing
water was noted on the roof
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Exterior brickwork shows signs
of efflorescence and is missing
pointing around the chimney and
decorative brick eave above the
balcony (PICTURES 1,2).
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DOWNSPOUT

During time of rain this
downspout flows water over the
ground cast iron pipe.
Suggesting that it is clogged.
H o w e v e r n o o v e r fl o w w a s
noticed at the roof level nor is
there any brick/pointing damage
along the leader. (PICTURE 3,4).
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water drainage onto 2nd floor
roof. Removed decking to
expose clogged drain
(PICTURES 5).
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Downspouts on either side of
the chimney potentially causing
water damage to dormer walls
(PICTURES 6).
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SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION RESULTS:
Following a detailed room-by-room assessment (enclosed in this report), several possible water infiltration locations have been cited.
• STACKED MULTIPLE FLOOR WATER DAMAGE: There are 2 affected interior areas of water damage that span all three floors. A building
section is provided to assist in the three-dimensional nature of these water leaks. The fact that the damage to the interior surfaces of the
Clergy House is “stacked” vertically on top of one another (first, second and third floors) suggests that the origin of the water infiltration may be
from the same location.
LEAK 1: From visual investigations, there appears to be a leak originating around the intersection of the North West chimney &
dormer roof area, as well as missing pointing from the West facade. The dormer flashing & chimney cricket should be reviewed. In
addition mortar condition on the West facade should be reviewed. This single leak could potentially be affecting the 3rd floor bedroom
closet & hallway closet damage; The 2nd floor Master Bedroom and Stair Hall (fireplace) damage; and the 1st floor Living room ceiling and
wall damage. This leak has resulted in a wet, moldy smell to the 2nd floor closets.
LEAK 2: Perhaps the most pressing water leak of the Clergy House, extensive water infiltration seems to be originating from some
combination of leaks surrounding the North East dormers. Dormer flashing and gutter systems need to investigated further. This single
leak (or possibly multiple leaks) could be affecting the servants’ stair hall (which runs all three floors); The 3rd floor bedroom & Bathroom
damage; 2nd floor master bedroom damage; and the 1st floor Living room damage (behind the bookshelves). This leak appears active and
the 2nd floor bathroom dormer window framing and plaster is wet and pasty with window trim rotted.
• ROOM SPECIFIC WATER DAMAGE: There are 5 areas of water damage that are room specific. The fact that the damage only occurs on
isolated floors and isolated rooms suggests a more localized leak.
LEAK 3: There is a leak located on the 3rd floor North East (88th Street) Dormer that has resulted in deterioration of interior plaster.
Flashing of the dormer should be investigated as a reason for this plaster damage.
LEAK 4: The 1st floor Dining Room North West wall exhibits potentially extensive (somewhat cosmetically repaired) plaster and wood
trim damage. One theory for the origin of this water leak is that the downspout water (from the roof) exiting onto the 2nd floor roof deck
area cannot drain. Standing water was evident in this area. The fact that the 2nd floor Den North West wall areas do not show signs of
deterioration suggests that the water damage in the 1st floor Dining Room (directly below the 2nd floor Den) does not originate from the
roof. The Sacristy hallway also shows some signs of water infiltration in the ceiling.
LEAK 5: There is a leak located on the 3rd floor South West Dormer that has resulted in deterioration of interior plaster. Flashing of the
dormer should be investigated as a reason for this plaster damage.
LEAK 6: There are two leaks located on the 3rd floor South Dormer & chimney combination. This leak has resulted in deterioration of
interior plaster finishes. Flashing of the dormer and the chimney cricket should be investigated as a reason for this plaster damage.
LEAK 7: There is water damage (cosmetically repaired) in the 1st floor Dining Room South wall. A possible reason for this damage is the
2nd floor (Den) South window air conditioning unit has not been draining correctly and water has been flowing into the wall cavity. It has
resulted in extensive damage to the wood trim wainscot underneath the ac unit. This damage location suggests that the water exiting the
ac unit is flowing to the 1st floor Dining Room directly below. There is also the possibility that the soil line in the wall may also be part of
the problem,
!

Leak%

LOCATION%of%Symptoms%

LOCATION%of%Leak%

Protimeter%reading%(taken%on%
dry%day%with%56%%%humidity)%

TOP%

PRIORITY%OF%REPAIR%

Leak%1%

All%3%floors%%

NW%Chimney%&%Dormer%

302%closet%45;%%%
303%closet%16.7;%%
203%bedroom%99.9;%%
202%inglenook%1;%%
103%living%room%99.9%

Leak%2%

All%3%floors%

NE%Dormers%&%gutters%

305%servant's%stair%45;%%
306%bathroom%99.9;%%
205%servant's%stair%1%

TOP%

Leak%3%

Rm%304%%

NE%Dormer%

304%bedroom%17.2%

SECONDARY%

Leak%4%

Rm%105%Dining%Room%

Rm%207%deck%area%

105%dining%room%15%

TOP%

Leak%5%

Rm%311%

SW%Dormer%

311%bedroom%4%

SECONDARY%

Leak%6%

Rm%310%&%311%

S%Dormer%

310%&%311%bedroom%56%

SECONDARY%

Rm%105%Dining%Room%

Rm%207%Den%AC%unit%with%
possible%secondary%problems%
with%an%internal%leader%within%
the%wall.%

207%Den%(ac%unit)%13;%%
105%by%fireplace%10%

TOP%%

Leak%7%

SUGGESTED%ACTION%
Investigate%the%flashing%around%the%chimney%and%
dormer.%%ReJpoint%areas%of%the%West%wall%above%the%
entrance.%Investigate%the%small%balcony%roof%and%
flashing%above%the%entry%vestibule%for%possible%water%
issues.%%Repair%the%interior%plaster%cosmetics.%
%
Investigate%both%roof%dormers%for%flashing%failures.%%
Investigate%the%gutter%system%and%downspout%
connections%in%this%area%as%well.%%The%larger%NE%
Dormer%(in%the%bathroom%area)%has%an%active%water%
leak%and%must%be%investigated%asap.%Repair%the%
interior%plaster%cosmetics.%
%
Investigate%the%flashing%around%the%dormer%and%the%
gutter%and%downspout%system.%Repair%the%interior%
plaster%cosmetics.%
%
Clean%out%the%deck%drains%regularly%and%investigate%
possible%flashing%issues%on%the%second%floor%deck%
roof.%Repair%the%interior%plaster%cosmetics%and%wood%
trim.%
%
Investigate%the%flashing%around%the%dormer%and%the%
gutter%and%downspout%system.%Repair%the%interior%
plaster%cosmetics.%
%
Investigate%the%flashing%around%the%dormer,%the%
gutter%/downspout%system%and%the%chimney.%Repair%
the%interior%plaster%cosmetics.%
%
Replace%the%AC%unit%and%repair%all%trim%work.%Also%
investigate%the%internal%leader%located%within%the%wall%
for%possible%secondary%problems.%%Repair%the%interior%
plaster%cosmetics.%

Low!Reading!(0.16):!Dry!surface,!dry!below!the!surface.!SAFE!
Low!High!Reading!(18.21):!Dry!surface,!damp!below!the!surface!PROBABLE!
High!Reading!(22.100)–!Damp!surface,!damp!below!the!surface,!TROUBLE!

LEAK #3
Water infiltration suspected
from the North East dormer
(PICTURE 1)
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LEAK #1
H e a v y w a t e r i n fi l t r a t i o n
suspected through the
combination flashing found in
the West Chimney stack and
the North-West dormer.
(PICTURE 2)

LEAK #2
H e a v y w a t e r i n fi l t r a t i o n
suspected through the large
East dormer. (PICTURE 3,4)
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LEAK #4
Evidence of possible water
infiltration suspected from the
downspout system. Standing
water was noted on the roof
during a rain storm. (PICTURE
5,6)

LEAK #5
Water infiltration suspected
from the South West dormer

LEAK #6
Water infiltration suspected
surrounding the chimney stack
and South dormers (PICTURE 7,
8)

LEAK #7
Water infiltration suspected
originating from the 2nd floor
South-West window air
conditioning unit. (PICTURE 9)
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LEAK 6

LEAK 7
LEAK 4

Church of the Holy Trinity
The Clergy House
Building Section facing West showing multiple floor water leak #1 & smaller localized leaks # 4, 6, and 7

